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Cortoshima, the Island of a French Pianist/Scholar
Alfred Cortot’s Cours d’interprétation (1934) came into my hands during the early years of
WWII; the lessons it contained, revealed to a young conservatory student a world of
musicmaking in which scholarship joined imagination to explain both the formation of a
composition and its faithful realization in performance. At the conference, I will be sharing
my notes with observations and citations of the master’s words taken at the course given by
Cortot at the École Normale de Musique in 1955.
The most remarkable feature of the Course was the request for three essays to be sent
ahead by the candidates: one in which the composer of the piece to be performed had to be
discussed within the historical period to which he belonged; another in which the
significance of the piece itself was placed within the composer’s entire oeuvre; and finally a
personal analysis of the composition, bar by bar. This way, the master had already assessed
the level of the candidate’s musical and intellectual preparation before they met on stage.
Cortot’s interdisciplinary mode of teaching can be examined today from several points of
view: Performance Practices, Phenomenology, Semiotics, Semantics, as well as
Musicology.
In 1952, Cortot was given an island in Japan and the event has been romanticized in Europe
where it is always reported that in Japanese symbols Cortoshima carries the meaning of “a
hermit [le solitaire] on the island of dreams.” My colleague Natsuko Murase Wilson has
clarified that Japanese sounds close to those of “Cortot” were selected and written as 弧留
島. The first character 弧 (ko) represents "solitary", the second 留(ru), "stay" or "remain",
the third 島(tou), "island". The word dream was added for poetic effect.

Join us for a special Voice Fridays concert “Songs of Many Lands” immediately
following this event at 1:30 p.m. in von Kuster Hall. This annual concert of songs in many
global languages is in celebration of Western’s International Week.
#globalwesternu internationalweek.uwo.ca

BIOGRAPHY
Professor Emeritus Damjana Bratuž is regarded as a pioneer in interdisciplinary musical
research. Her Doctoral degree from Indiana University was in Piano Literature and
Performance, with a Minor in Radio and Television.
As a lecturer, Dr. Bratuž has been known to explore the convergence of the arts and literature
to aid the comprehension of the expressive content and of the construction of musical
compositions. In her public presentations she began to intertwine images, sound, and text long
before the recent technological advances have permitted a welcome simplification of the
process.
A grant from the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs for a period of research in Semiotics at the
University of Bologna established Dr. Bratuž’s expertise in the semiotics of performance.
Since 1996 she has contributed to the International Project of Musical Signification with
presentations given in Finland, Bologna, Aix-en-Provence, Paris, Rome and Vilnius. She has
continued to participate in other international conferences and to give seminars, lecturerecitals, and master classes in Europe, North America and New Zealand.
More recently, speaking of her work on Bartók, research officer J. Patton wrote: "She is one of
the world's foremost experts on the topic. Her unique contacts with people and libraries that
are the repositories for information about Bartók's life and work, the languages she speaks
and her lived experience make Damjana one of the few people in the world capable of
conducting her investigations into his life, his recordings and the influence of the folk styles of
his time on his music.”
Although the majority of her topics involve the music of Béla Bartók, in recent years the titles
of her presentations have included: Luciano Berio: On Sound Becoming Sense; Symbolic
Gestures in the Performance of Clementi’s’ Didone abbandonata’ (University of Toronto); On
the Embodiment of Form: Polychronic Movement in Flaubert and Debussy (Aix-enProvence); The Feminine Side of the Musical Mind (University of Groningen, Holland).
In September 2015, Dr. Bratuž was invited to present at The Fifth International Conference on
Minimalist Music in Finland. She was also interviewed on the Finnish radio about her life as a
pedagogue.

Music changes lives. So do our donors.
Charitable gifts from music lovers, like you, provide critical support for the Don Wright Faculty of Music’s
performances and educational programming. To help us to continue to enrich our community through the
power of music, donations can be made by phone at (519) 661-2111 x85695 online at music.uwo.ca, or
by mail c/o Karmen Ferraro, Alumni and Development Officer, Talbot College,
Western University, London, Ontario N6A 3K7.

